Development of an automated experimental setup for the study of ionic-exchange kinetics. Application to the ionic adsorption, equilibrium attainment and dissolution of apatite compounds.
An ion-selective electrode and microcomputer-based experimental setup for the study of ionic-exchange kinetics between a powdered solid and the solution is described. The equipment is composed of easily available commercial devices and a data acquisition and regularization computer program is presented. The system, especially developed to investigate the ionic adsorption, equilibrium attainment and dissolution of hard mineralized tissues, provides good reliable results by taking into account the volume changes of the reacting solution and the electrode behaviour under different experimental conditions, and by avoiding carbonation of the solution. A second computer program, using the regularized data and the experimental parameters, calculates the quantities of protons consumed and calcium released in the case of equilibrium attainment and dissolution of apatite-like compounds. Finally, typical examples of ion-exchange and dissolution kinetics under constant pH of enamel and synthetic hydroxyapatite are examined.